BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Differentiating benign from malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors can be very challenging using conventional MR imaging. Our aim was to test the hypothesis that conventional and functional MR imaging can accurately diagnose malignancy in patients with indeterminate peripheral nerve sheath tumors.
RESULTS:
Of 31 peripheral nerve sheath tumors, there were 9 malignant (9%) and 22 benign ones (81%). With anatomic sequences, average tumor diameter (6.3 Ϯ 1.8 versus 3.9 Ϯ 2.3 mm, P ϭ .009), ill-defined/infiltrative margins (77% versus 32%; P ϭ .04), and the presence of peritumoral edema (66% versus 23%, P ϭ .01) were different for malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors and benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors. With functional sequences, minimum ADC (0.47 Ϯ 0.32 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s versus 1.08 Ϯ 0.26 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s; P Ͻ .0001) and the presence of early arterial enhancement (50% versus 11%; P ϭ .03) were different for malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors and benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors. The minimum ADC (area under receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.89; 95% confidence interval, 0.73-0.97) and the average tumor diameter (area under the curve ϭ 0.8; 95% CI, 0.66 -0.94) were accurate in differentiating malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors from benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors. With threshold values for minimum ADC Յ 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s and an average diameter of Ն4.2 cm, malignancy could be diagnosed with 100% sensitivity (95% CI, 66.4%-100%).
CONCLUSIONS:
Average tumor diameter and minimum ADC values are potentially important parameters that may be used to distinguish malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors from benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors.
ABBREVIATIONS: AUC ϭ area under the curve; BPNST ϭ benign peripheral nerve sheath tumor; DCE ϭ dynamic contrast-enhanced; MPNST ϭ malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor; NF-1 ϭ neurofibromatosis type 1; PNST ϭ peripheral nerve sheath tumor; ROC ϭ receiver operating characteristic analysis M alignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) have a much smaller prevalence compared with benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors (BPNSTs) in the general population, 1 though a higher prevalence of MPNSTs occurs in the setting of neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF-1), 2 where patients have a 10% lifetime risk of developing MPNST. 3 Distinguishing BPNSTs from MPNSTs is important, because most sporadic tumors are BPNSTs, and unnecessary biopsies of benign tumors can be obviated if the accurate characterization of peripheral nerve sheath tumors (PNSTs) by noninvasive imaging techniques is available. Differentiating BPNSTs from MPNSTs can be very challenging because not only do their clinical features overlap but character-istics by conventional MR imaging sequences are also shared. [4] [5] [6] In patients with NF-1, benign neurofibromas with small Ͻ5-cm 7 well-defined margins, a target sign, homogeneous signal intensity, and the absence of necrosis are considered as benign "determinate" tumors 8 ; but without such characteristics, with large or increasing size of a lesion with time or significant uptake by positron-emission tomography, PNSTs in patients with NF-1 are defined as "indeterminate" and potentially malignant. [9] [10] [11] Additionally, sporadic PNSTs are also deemed "indeterminate", 12 especially if they are large, contain heterogeneous signal or internal necrosis, or exhibit ill-defined or infiltrative margins. 7 Patients with indeterminate PNSTs, which may be benign or malignant, are typically referred for an image-guided percutaneous biopsy or surgical removal for definitive histologic diagnosis, while patients with determinate BPNSTs do not necessarily require a biopsy and may be referred for follow-up. 8, 12 The addition of functional MR imaging sequences with DWI and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MR imaging to conventional MR imaging has been suggested as a useful approach to the assessment of soft-tissue tumors. 13 In particular, quantitative DWI with apparent diffusion coefficient mapping has been investigated for the characterization of musculoskeletal lesions, by demonstrating differences in cellularity between benign and malignant tumors.
14 With DCE-MR imaging, specific patterns of enhancement have been associated with benign and malignant soft-tissue lesions. 15, 16 Hence, the purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that conventional and functional MR imaging can accurately diagnose malignancy in patients with indeterminate peripheral nerve sheath tumors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subject Population
This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review board, and informed consent was waived. A study population of consecutive soft-tissue tumors with features suggestive of "indeterminate" PNSTs was created by reviewing consecutive MR imaging studies obtained in our institution or outside MR imaging reviewed in our multidisciplinary nerve tumor clinics from May 2008 and January 2013. "Determinate" PNSTs were excluded (PNSTs in patients with NF-1 of a small size of Ͻ5 cm, a target sign, homogeneous signal, and absence of peritumoral edema or necrosis). Of the remaining 80 "indeterminate" PNSTs, we excluded the following: Sixteen (20%) tumors had no available functional imaging; 18 (22.5%) had no available contrast-enhanced imaging (n ϭ 12) and/or DWI/ADC mapping (n ϭ 8). In 3 patients (3.8%), the DWI sequences were nondiagnostic due to susceptibility or motion artifacts; and 12 presumed benign PNSTs had no histologic proof. The remaining 31 PNSTs were included in the study.
MR Imaging Acquisition Protocols
Conventional MR Imaging. MR imaging was performed at 3T (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a flexible phased array body-matrix coil and included the following sequences: T1-weighted (TR/TE, 790/15 ms; section thickness, 5 mm), fat-suppressed T2-weighted (TR/TE, 3600/70 ms; section thickness, 5 mm), and short tau inversion recovery (TR/TE, 3600/70 ms; section thickness, 5 mm; axial plane), followed by unenhanced and gadolinium-based contrast agent-enhanced 3D fat-suppressed T1-weighted imaging (volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination, isotropic resolution; TR/TE, 4.6/1.4 ms; flip angle, 9.5°; section thickness, 1 mm; coronal plane with axial and sagittal reconstructions; 0.1-mmol/kg gadolinium-based contrast agent; Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pennsylvania).
Functional MR Imaging. Diffusion weighted-imaging with ADC mapping (TR/TE, 760/80 ms; section thickness, 5 mm; b-values ϭ 50, 400, and 800 ss/mm 2 ) of the entire tumor was performed in the axial plane in all cases. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging was also performed in 26 of 31 tumors, immediately before and after the administration of the gadolinium-based contrast agent (time-resolved angiography with interleaved stochastic trajectories; TR/TE 2.5/0.9 ms; injection rate, 2-5 mL/s; flip angle, 20°; FOV, 45 ϫ 45 cm; acquisition plane, usually coronal; temporal resolution, 10 seconds for total of 5 minutes).
Image Interpretation
Two independent observers interpreted MR imaging features independently to determine interobserver agreement. Discrepancies were subsequently resolved by consensus to determine the accuracy of specific MR imaging features in differentiating benign and malignant PNSTS. During interpretation, the observers were blinded and had no knowledge of the patients' clinical information, the histologic results of the PNSTs, and the follow-up status of each tumor.
Conventional MR Imaging
The following lesion features were categorized by anatomic sequences: Maximum tumor diameter measurements were performed in 3 planes (craniocaudal, anteroposterior, transverse), and an "average diameter" of each tumor was determined. Next, signal intensity (hypointense, isointense, or hyperintense to muscle) and heterogeneity (Ͻ25%, 25%-50%, Ͼ50%) on T1-and T2-weighted sequences were assessed. The shape (round/ovoid, irregular) and margin type (well-defined; partially defined, Ͼ50% of lesion margin defined; ill-defined, Ͻ50% of its margin defined; infiltrative) were identified. The presence or absence of the split fat sign, target sign, peritumoral edema, encasement or invasion into the adjacent vessels, periosteal/cortical involvement, bone marrow involvement, and joint extension were recorded. The presence or absence of enhancement following contrast administration on static postcontrast images and the percentage of tumor enhancement (Ͻ25%, 25%-50%, 50%-75%, and Ͼ75%) were detailed.
Functional MR Imaging
Using DWI/ADC mapping, each observer placed the largest oval or round region of interest entirely within each tumor on 3 axial sections, at the cranial, caudal, and central portions of the tumor. The minimum and mean ADC values for each axial section were reported, and the minimum and average mean ADC values for the 3 sections were determined. Using DCE-MR imaging, we recorded the presence or absence of early arterial enhancement.
Statistical Analysis
A Pearson correlation t test and Spearman rank order correlation test were performed to evaluate interobsever agreement for continuous and categoric data, respectively. To compare continuous and categoric MR imaging measurements for features of BPNSTs and MPNSTs, we used a 2-tailed Student t test and Fisher exact test, respectively. Receiver operating characteristic analysis (ROC) was performed to determine the accuracy of each measurement by using consensus measurements.
Using the ROC curve, we obtained optimal threshold values for continuous measurements, as the maximum Youden index, defined as threshold value ϭ sensitivity Ϫ (1-specificity) of each measurement. 17 Statistical analysis of the data was performed with a statistical software program MedCalc for Windows (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). A P value Յ .05 was considered significant.
RESULTS
Subject Characteristics
Of 31 biopsy-proved PNSTs, 22 were benign and 9 were MPNSTs. The patients with MPNSTs (mean age, 38 years; range, 18 -54 years) were younger than patients with BPNSTs (mean age, 52 years of age; range, 13-78 years) (P ϭ .02). All MPNSTs (9/9) and only 22% of BPNSTs (5/22) occurred in patients with NF-1 (P ϭ .0001) ( Table 1) .
MR Imaging Features
There was moderate-to-high interobserver agreement for MR imaging measurements and determinations by using both anatomic and functional sequences ( Table 2) . Among the measurements obtained by using conventional MR imaging (Table  2) , the average tumor diameter (6.3 Ϯ 1.8 versus 3.9 Ϯ 2.3 cm, P ϭ .009), the presence of peritumoral edema (6/9, 66% versus 5/22, 23%; P ϭ .01), and the presence of ill-defined/infiltrative margins (7/9, 77% versus 7/22, 32%; P ϭ .04) were significantly different in MPNSTs than in BPNSTs, respectively.
With Table) .
With functional MR imaging, the minimum ADC value (AUC ϭ 0.89; 95% CI, 0.73-0.97, P ϭ .02) was a more accurate parameter in differentiating BPNSTs and MPNSTs than the average ADC value (AUC ϭ 0.63; 95% CI, 0.43-0.76) (Fig 1) . The AUC for the presence of early arterial enhancement by using DCE-MR was 0.69 (95% CI, 0.46 -0.86).
With the Youden index, the threshold values for the features with the highest diagnostic performance (minimum ADC of 1.0 ϫ 10Ϫ 3 mm 2 /s and an average diameter of 4.2 cm) were combined to stratify (Fig. 2 ) the "indeterminate" PNSTs, and ROC was further used to determine the accuracy of this combination of an- atomic and functional MR imaging data. For PNSTs with both minimum ADC value Ն1.0 ϫ 10Ϫ 3 mm 2 /s and an average diameter of Ͻ4.2 cm, the sensitivity and negative predictive value for diagnosing malignancy were 100% (95% CI, 66%-100%) and 100%, respectively. Conversely, for PNSTs with both minimum ADC values Ͻ1.0 ϫ 10Ϫ 3 mm 2 /s and average diameter of Ն4.2 cm, the specificity and positive predictive value for malignancy were 77% (95% CI, 54%-92%) and 64%, respectively (Figs 3 and 4) .
DISCUSSION
Any improvement in the diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive imaging for characterizing the population of "indeterminate" PNSTs is valuable, given the high prevalence of benign PNSTs (22/31, 71%) that may be unnecessarily referred for biopsy rather than follow-up. In this study, we showed that the combined anatomic and functional MR imaging features of "indeterminate" PNSTs may be helpful to rule out malignancy.
With anatomic MR imaging features, results of the current study are in agreement with prior investigations, in that a large tumor diameter is a useful feature for differentiating BPNSTs and MPNSTs. Our study also showed that within "indeterminate" PNSTs, the average diameter (P ϭ .009) and not the maximum diameter (P ϭ .17) is significantly larger in MPNSTs in comparison with BPNSTs. This result may be due to the fact that typical fusiform BPNSTs usually grow along the nerve and, therefore, may have a large maximum diameter along the nerve of origin, but average measurements that incorporate length in the other 2 planes may be smaller than the maximum diameter alone. Using ROC, in our study, we observed a threshold value of 4.2 cm, a value that is close to the commonly used metric of 5 cm for differentiating benign and malignant soft-tissue tumors. Other anatomic features that have been explored in the literature include the presence of peritumoral edema and heterogeneous enhancement following contrast administration, both of which were shown to be supporting features for MPNST in our study. However, signal heterogeneity on noncontrast sequences and cystic changes on contrast-enhanced sequences have also been described as important differentiating features between neurofibromas and MPNSTs, but our study did not support this observation. A large number of schwannomas (14/22, 63%) were included in our study, and such tumors are more likely to be "indeterminate," because they can be very heterogeneous and contain cystic regions (so-called ancient schwannomas), unlike the more uniform signal characteristics in typical neurofibromas. 19 Similarly, there was no significant difference in the presence of a target sign in MPNSTs (10%) and BPNSTs (21%), though the lack of a target sign has been reported as a useful diagnostic sign of MPNST in a population comparing neurofibromas and MPNSTs. 4 Because the histologic evaluation of PNSTs commonly shows increased cellularity in MPNSTs, it follows that DWI is helpful in differentiating BPNSTs and MPNSTs. In particular, the results of our study show that the minimum ADC value is a better predictor of malignancy than the average ADC value in PNSTs, in sporadic cases and in patients with NF-1. This observation can be explained by the heterogeneity in cellularity present within both benign and malignant PNSTs, which can result in a large range of intralesional ADC values, making the minimum value more valuable than the diluted average ADC value. In addition, in patients with NF-1, MPNSTs typically arise within neurofibromas 2 and are associated with the foci of highest cellularity. Minimum ADC values may also be helpful for imageguided biopsy planning because targeting areas with the lowest ADC values can improve the diagnostic yield. 20 In our study, a threshold minimum ADC value of 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s was determined as an accurate quantitative measure of malignancy, as has been suggested anecdotally in softtissue tumors in general.
14 Similar to MPNSTs, BPNSTs with high cellularity, such as schwannomas, 19 can also demonstrate low minimum ADC values, as found in 4 schwannomas and 1 ganglioneuroma with minimum ADC values Ͻ1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s.
Another functional technique explored in this study was DCE-MR imaging. Although nonspecific, 19 malignant tumors more often demonstrate early arterial enhancement than benign tumors. 13 In our study, early arterial enhancement was detected in MPNSTs (50%) more commonly than in BPNSTs (11%, P ϭ .03), suggesting that the presence of early arterial enhancement may also be a useful sign for distinguishing MPNSTs from BPNSTs, when present. To combine the information obtained from conventional and functional MR imaging, by using ROC and the Youden index, we . Although PNSTs with a minimum ADC value Յ1.0 ϫ 10Ϫ 3 mm 2 /s and/or an average diameter of Ͼ4.2 cm can still be benign, these tumors must proceed to histologic diagnosis to rule out malignancy. In this case, a benign schwannoma was found. The circle indicates the region of interest for ADC measurements.
stratified PNSTs on the basis of the threshold values for average lesion diameters (Ն4.2 cm) and minimum ADC values (Յ1.0 ϫ10Ϫ 3 mm 2 /s). With these thresholds, for PNSTs with an average diameter Ͻ4.2 cm and a minimum ADC value of Ն1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 mm 2 /s, the possibility of an MPNST is unlikely. Hence, the impact of these results on clinical care, while yet to be definitively determined, may be anticipated. In our retrospective study, 38% of the indeterminate tumors met these threshold criteria; therefore, conservative management and continued surveillance of these tumors may have been sufficient (because these tumors were histologically proved benign). However, these imaging features are by no means diagnostic for malignancy, and in our cohort, 36% of "indeterminate" tumors in this subgroup were diagnosed as BPNSTs (Fig 4) . There was also high interobserver agreement for minimum ADC values (r ϭ 0.89) and average-diameter (r ϭ 0.82) measurements.
This study had limitations. First, our retrospective study had a nonrandomized design; therefore, the presence of selection bias was unavoidable. Second, in our study, MPNSTs composed 29% (9/31) of the "indeterminate" PNSTs, a much higher incidence than in the general population. This is likely due to our inclusion criteria, because MPNSTs are more likely than BPNSTs to undergo a histologic evaluation. Third, a limited analysis of DCE-MR imaging data was performed, because we only investigated the presence of early arterial enhancement for distinguishing MPNSTs from BPNSTs; the latter technique, though not quantitative, has recently been shown to be adequate for assessing soft-tissue sarcomas. 21 Further quantitative analysis of tumor perfusion can also be performed, which may enhance the differentiation of benign and malignant tumors, but it is a cumbersome analysis that is not as easily performed clinically as the quantification of ADC maps. Finally, 1 observer (Laura M. Fayad) was directly involved in the diagnosis and management of some tumors included in this study. Therefore, it is possible that this observer remembered at least some of the cases during interpretation. However, we determined the accuracy of MR imaging features in the differentiation of BPNSTs and MPNSTs by using a consensus interpretation of 2 observers.
CONCLUSIONS
This study provides initial evidence that the addition of functional imaging with DWI and ADC mapping to a conventional MR imaging examination has a potential role for distinguishing benign and malignant PNSTs and may impact the clinical care of patients with these common tumors.
